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Anti-Federalist #78-79
Directions: Place the letter corresponding to your word choice to fill the blank in the quotes and paraphrased
excerpts from the reading.
Word Box
A. influence
E. exalted
I. correction

E

________ 1.

I

________ 2.

F

________ 3.

H

________ 4.

B. republican
F. explanation
J. independent

C. heaven
G. people

D. incapacity
H. check

The proposed supreme court would be __________ above all other power in the government,
and subject to no control.
In England the determinations of the highest court are subject to _________ by the House of
Lords.
The proposed supreme court is to give ____________the constitution, and there is no power
above them to set aside their judgment.
There is no objection to the judges holding their commissions during good behavior, but it would
only be proper for them to do so in a system where there is a ________ on the court’s decisions.

J

The framers of the constitution have made the judges too ______________.

C

Men placed in these positions of power soon feel themselves independent of ________ itself.

________ 5.
________ 6.

A

Because English judges were reliant on the crown for their authority and salaries, they were
subject to __________.

D

The issue with removal from office is that errors in judgment or ________ are not grounds for
impeachment.

B

The true policy of a ________ government is that all persons who are within the government are
made accountable for their conduct in office.

G

The supreme controlling power should be the choice of the _________ in a free government.

________ 7.
________ 8.
________ 9.
________ 10.
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